The Amsacta moorei entomopoxvirus spheroidin gene is improperly transcribed in vertebrate poxviruses.
The Amsacta moorei entomopoxvirus (AmEPv) spheroidin is the most highly expressed late viral gene product in infected insect cells. However, when a cassette containing the spheroidin gene and putative promoter was inserted into cowpox (CPV) or vaccinia viruses, only very low levels of spheroldin gene expression were observed. Primer extension analysis suggests much lower spheroidin gene transcript levels than seen either for the highly expressed CPV A-type inclusion gene or for the spheroidin gene within infected insect cells, indicating that in vertebrate cells, the spheroidin promoter functions poorly if at all. Examination of the spheroidin mRNA synthesized in recombinant CPV shows that the 5' start site of the spheroidin transcript was also unexpectedly imprecise and upstream (approximately 31 bp) of the well-defined start site normally observed in AmEPV-infected insect cells. Sequencing of the 5' terminus of the CPV recombinant spheroidin mRNA suggested that 5' poly(A), a characteristic feature of late poxvirus mRNAs and spheroidin mRNA derived from insect cells, was absent, despite the presence of the typical vertebrate poxvirus late promoter consensus sequence, TAAATG. Our results indicate that insect and vertebrate poxvirus promoters may not be universally interchangeable and imply that there are regulatory features of gene expression unique to the infected insect cell environment.